Warehouse Dispatch Process
Demonstrates how aan order would be dispatched using the Desktop POS
system & iOS phone scanner.
Completed orders will display
in the dispatch area of the
Desktop POS system with a
status of “ORP” (Order Ready
for Picking)

Pick notes will
then be printed
for selected
orders

Selected “DIS” orders will
display a delivery option
next to each item,
example: “StarTrack”

If you have API integration you will then
enter the package dimensions and a
dispatch pick up date, this will return a
tracking number and conn note from the
shipping company

Warehouse staff will then scan the
pick note barcode using the iOS
scanner, this will display The
order items, the system status
will change to “PIP” (Pick in Process)

Dispatch process can
now begin for “DIS”

No API integration, you will enter a
manual tracking number received from a
shipping company website

Warehouse staff will
then scan each product
barcode and enter a
dispatch quantity

Scanning a barcode which
is not on the order will
display an alert message
and will not be added
to the order

The order status
changes to “DIS”
(Dispatch Enabled)

Once all products are
scanned the Warehouse
staff will then scan the
completed barcode at the
end of the pick note

You also have the option to
skip Tracking, to complete the order
with no tracking

Once all orders have generated tracking numbers or skipped, you then
have the option to send an HTML templated email delivery
conformations to the customer

Printing of the following is
now available
Delivery Note (A4)
Address Label (sticky label)
Conn Note (sticky label)

Stock Allocated has now been deducted,
as the package is now ready to leave the premises.
Any orders that have not been fully picked
(not enough stock) will automatically be
sent to “Part Orders”

